“Open Letter to Bill Maher regarding homosexuality”
from TCFamily.org
February 12, 2015

Dear Bill Maher:
I am writing this Open Letter to
you since Michael Moore has
invited you to headline the 2015
Traverse City Comedy Festival this
weekend. I'd like to comment on
two youtube videos of you saying:
(1) “I'm not a liar”, which means
to me that you love TRUTH and
try to promote it; and (2) “We've won the 'gay'
marriage debate.” (I found these statements from just
two of your many videos promoting homosexuality.)
I along with many other local parents have been
concerned about our local Traverse City Area Public
Schools (TCAPS) promoting homosexuality to the
Kindergarteners – 12th graders for the last 15 years or
more. You can see why we are concerned by reading the
46 slides of “TCAPS & Friends Promoting
Homosexuality” article at www.TCFamily.org.
We plan to continue as long as it takes to convince all 7
TCAPS school board members of the harm that is being
done in promoting homosexuality to the students. (This
really should not be as difficult as it has been, since
TCAPS #1 stated goal the safety of the students.) We
want all harmful behavior discouraged at TCAPS –
regardless if it is politically correct or not – all the while
lifting up the dignity and extreme value of each and
every child as created in the image of God.
With this in mind,
TCFamily shares the Truth
in love whenever and
wherever it is promoted in
NW Michigan. (You can
see 35 minutes of our street
outreaches from the
“Cadillac 'Gay' and
Lesbian Picnic in the Park” to the 2014 Mackinaw
City Labor Day Bridge Walk (40,000+ people) and
plus four Traverse City area events on our “Scott
Lively Episode 9 Show” video that is currently running
on Charter Cable Channel 189 via the local access
television Up North Media Center.
So now please consider your first statement: “I'm not a
liar” (or you love truth and try to promote it) as we
look at a Brief History of the Homosexual Movement,
all the while considering how much “Truth” this

movement is actually based on.
Let's start with Alfred Kinsey, known as
the “Father of the Sexual Revolution.”
Dr. Judith Reisman is commonly known
as the leading expert on Dr. Kinsey. She
has stated in interviews and writings
dealing with Kinseys “Science” that:

Dr. Kinsey was
involved in
the sexual torture -and I use that word
appropriately -torture of up to
2035 children, the
majority of those
were little boys.
The youngest was
two months of age.
Matt Barber from
Barbwire.com reports on the
only instance when Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr. is reported to
have spoken about
homosexuality:
“Civil rights icon saw
homosexuality as a ‘culturally
acquired’ ‘problem’ with a
‘solution’.” What was MLK’s position on the
homosexual lifestyle and so-called “gay rights”? While
he said little in public on the issue, what he did say
made his viewpoint abundantly clear. Unlike the
“LGBT” lobby, I’ll let Dr. King speak for himself. In
1958, while writing an advice column
for Ebony Magazine, Dr. King responded to a young
“gay” man looking for guidance. To avoid being
accused of “cherry-picking,” here is the exchange in
its entirety:
Question: “My problem is different from the ones most
people have. I am a boy, but I feel about boys the way I
ought to feel about girls. I don’t want my parents to
know about me. What can I do? Is there any place where
I can go for help?”
Answer: [Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.]: “Your
problem is not at all an uncommon one. However, it
does require careful attention. The type of feeling that

you have toward boys is probably not an innate
tendency, but something that has been culturally
acquired. Your reasons for adopting this habit have now
been consciously suppressed or unconsciously
repressed. Therefore, it is necessary to deal with this
problem by getting back to some of the experiences and
circumstances that led to the habit. In order to do this I
would suggest that you see a good psychiatrist who
can assist you in bringing to the forefront of conscience
all of those experiences and circumstances that led to the
habit. You are already on the right road toward a
solution, since you honestly recognize the problem
and have a desire to solve it.”
Now let's take a look at the
“American Psychiatric
Association (APA) decision in
1973 to remove
“homosexuality” from their
“ Diagnostic and Statistical
Manual Of Mental Disorders”
(DSM2) in 1973, as reported by Ryan Sorba:
The Intimidation of the American Psychiatric
Association:
“It was never a medical decision—and that’s
why I think the action came so fast…It was a
political move.” “That’s how far we’ve come in
ten years. Now we even have the American
Psychiatric Association running scared. (Barbara
Gittings, Pro‐Sodomy Activist)
You can read the entire 3 page description of this
intimidation in slides 25 – 27 of the 46 document
“TCAPS & Friends Promoting Homosexuality”
document at www.TCFamily.org.
Now please consider “The homosexual
propaganda campaign in America's
media” which lists the detailed gay
agenda:
The homosexual agenda can
succeed by conversion of the
average Americans emotions, mind, and will,
through, a planned psychological attack in the
form of propaganda to the nation via media
AIDS epidemic should be exploited "to increase
attention and sympathy" as "victimized
minority."
All sexual morality should be abolished
Find 62 such quotes with page references at
www.TCFamily.org.

And what about the “Truth” behind
the “Matthew Shepard Federal 'Hate
Crimes' Bill”?
Jimenez [homosexual author of “The
BOOK of MATT”] documents (HIVpositive) Shepard’s repeated sexual
aggressions, and the book ends with this shocking
revelation:
“Matthew Shepard was a victim of sexual abuse
and molestation as a boy and as a teenager…. At
age fifteen Matthew was arrested for molesting
two eight-year-old boys in his Casper [Wyoming]
neighborhood…Matthew’s juvenile arrest record
had been quietly concealed.”
Also consider the latest
CDC statistics for
TCAPS-aged 13 – 24
year old homosexuals
comprising over 94% of
the new HIV cases, with
only slightly lower
percentages for syphilis.
Finally let's go back to your second
quote saying that “We've already won
the 'gay' marriage debate.” But do you
remember Lance Armstrong
“winning” 7 Tour de France races? He cheated one way
and lost it all; the “'gay' activist” movement has cheated
pretty much every step along the way.
And just like in the Pro-abortion Roe v Wade decision,
where the pro-choice leaders thought they were certainly
capture all the young people, but they were wrong.
Their eyes were opened. And we at www.TCFamily will
continue to share the truth in love on the street in
Northwest Michigan, no matter what is decided in June
by the “Supreme Court.” (God is the final Supreme
authority, and he clearly condemns all sin, including
homosexual behavior. 1Cor 6:11 is the “ex-gay” verse:
“And such were some of you. But you were washed, but
you were sanctified, but you were justified in the name
of the Lord Jesus and by the Spirit of our God.”
See our www.TCFamily.org for further documentation
and to watch 9 Dr. Scott Lively teaching videos, plus
many more.. Thank you for your consideration.. We
will be handing out this “open letter” brochure
throughout the 2015 Traverse City Comedy Festival.
Sincerely, Bill Wiesner / www.TCFamily.org Founder.
info@TCFamily.org or (231) 313-6805

